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1: Home - Andrew Grey
Brock Ferguson knew he might run into his ex-boyfriend, Vincent Geraldini, when he took his first job as a police officer
in Carlisle. Vincent's attitude during a routine traffic stop reminds Brock why their relationship didn't last.

Fish Cottage is the ideal spot for a romantic weekend or a countryside adventure with family or friends. See
our other listing: Fish Cottage is one of a group of former estate houses built by the Earl of Portsmouth in the
19th Century to house the gamekeeper for the old Devonshire estate of Eggesford House. Nestling in mature
woodland, with a large private cottage garden, the cottage offers a peaceful retreat, away from it all, while
being only a short distance from the nearest village shops - and with wi-fi! The cottage retains its original s
character and in its surprisingly spacious interior is a selection of individually furnished rooms in which to
relax and enjoy your stay. Upstairs two Cottage Bedrooms, with comfy double beds, hypoallergenic Miracoil
mattresses and luxury cotton sheets, overlook the garden. Downstairs is a large Sitting Room with a wood
burning stove, comfy sofa and leather armchairs. The book-filled Study has an open fire, antique bureau and
leather sofa and armchairs. There is a well-equipped Country Kitchen with modern electric cooking appliances
and washing machine. The Bathroom has a sink, antique bath and hand shower. All towels are provided. Fish
Cottage is located on a hill above an ancient river crossing point over the river Taw at Eggesford. At 45 miles
long, the Taw is one of the larger Devon rivers and rises high on the slopes of Dartmoor and together with its
tributaries, the River Mole, Yeo and little Dart, runs north through beautiful rolling countryside down to
Barnstaple and into the Bristol Channel. Within easy distance of Exmoor and Dartmoor, in the newly
designated Unesco Biosphere, Fish cottage is the perfect base from which to explore the unspoiled Devon
countryside. It is one of the few corners of England where low levels of light pollution allow visitors to enjoy
night skies that have long since disappeared elsewhere. Exmoor and Dartmoor National Parks are a short drive
away and are renowned for their beautiful scenery and opportunities for walking, riding and fishing. The
spectacular North Devon coast, with its sandy beaches and fabulous coastal walks is an ideal spot for a day
trip from the cottage. There are a variety of villages and small towns within easy reach Chulmleigh and
Winkleigh are the closest with pubs, shops and restaurants. Many of the bigger towns like South Molton and
Barnstaple, host traditional weekly markets â€” ideal places to meet the local community and buy their
produce. Horse riding and stabling are available locally and other seasonal country pursuits can be catered for.
The Taw provides habitat for a wide range of animals and plants alike, resulting in many stretches of the river
being protected as Sites of Special Scientific Interest SSSI. Otters are once again numerous and can be seen
most summer evenings by anglers or nature lovers willing to remain quiet and unseen on the river bank. The
Taw estuary which forms part of the UNESCO Biosphere reserve is a fantastic place to spend the day
watching the many different types of wading birds that can be found there. The number of wading birds,
including lapwings, curlews and redshanks, can reach over 20 ! There are excellent opportunities for salmon,
sea trout and trout fishing along the Rivers Taw and Mole, either nearby at the Fox and Hounds Hotel in
Eggesford or the Rising Sun at Umberleigh, or on a variety beats along the Taw and Mole valley. A program
of fishing can be arranged on a variety of beats on the local rivers. Owner has fishing one of the best beats of
the middle Taw. Please allow at least two weeks for us to arrange sporting trips and guided walks. Fish cottage
was everything we had hoped for. Relaxing, welcoming and very comfortable. If you love mid Devon, or have
yet to discover its charms, this is a perfect base. Close to both coasts, between Dartmoor and Exmoor and
surrounded by great pubs and fishing. We had some lovely evenings by the fire drink nice wine, a beautiful
winter retreat! The fishing was superb and a great way to spend the day. Michael was extremely helpful prior
arrival and Lenice was the perfect host whilst there - a bottle of wine on chill was the perfect start to a break
away. Great attention to detail. The place and the garden are very charming in a beautiful enviroment. We felt
very welcome and can recommand the place to all looking for a location to relax and recover. The cottage is
very cosy and welcoming.. The welcoming bottle of wine and organic bread etc were a lovely thought. I would
highly recommend this little gem to everyone. The cottage has bags of character and the owner clearly has a
wonderful eye for detail, from the choice of vintage furniture to the driftwood handles on the cupboards. We
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loved to simply sit in the garden listening to nothing but birdsong and the wind in the trees. Most of all we
were blown away with how welcoming Michael the owner and Lenice the housekeeper were. They really went
the extra mile - knowing we were honeymooners we arrived to flower petals on the bedspread, fresh cut
garden flowers in vases, a ready-laid fire and a lovely bottle of Prosecco in the fridge! Thanks Michael and
Lenice for making a great week all the more special.
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2: Carlisle Cops by Andrew Grey | Collections | Dreamspinner Press
A Carlisle Deputies Novel. The heat is growing from the inside, but danger is building on the outside. Judge Andrew
Phillips runs a tight ship in his courtroom.

Easy romance with just enough action and conflict By A Tate on May 8, Though this is the fifth book in the
Carlisle Cops series and there are some appearances of past leading characters, it can easily be a standalone.
Rookie cop Brock pulls over his college-ex, Vinnie, for speeding in the opening scene. Things are set into
motion quickly from there but the pacing never felt rushed or details glazed over. The romance is nicely
paced, not rushing into things but fairly straight forward. There is some residual hurt from the previous
relationship to work through and I liked how the characters approached that aspect. It felt honest, but not
drawn out or overly dramatized because the couple talks rather openly about their feelings and what they want
moving forward. This was a comfortable romance, low angst with just enough conflict to keep me engaged.
The action scenes were handled smoothly and definitely peaked my interest by including some twists and
unexpected connections. The audiobook features Randy Fuller as narrator and it paired well with the story. He
had good diction, a comfortable rhythm, and read with emotion appropriate to the scene and characters,
making this a nice, easy listen. Although it had similarities, it was a story of its own. I enjoyed that there was
very little angst between the main characters, Brock and Vinny. There was plenty of drama in other parts of
the plot. I read this story very quickly. It was nice seeing past characters from the series, especially Donald,
Carter and Alex. Very sad that JD moved back south, with Fisher, I assume. I will say you can absolutely read
them as standalones but I will also say that reading them in order will make the depth of these characters and
the connection they have with each other much stronger. Brock is a cop for the police department. He works
traffic right now and while on duty he encounters something many of us would never want to find. Two kids
locked in the trunk of a car on a sweltering day. Two amazing and wonderful kids. Penny and Abey are so
fabulous trust me! Whenever kids are put into a story it adds a warmth to the story. I absolutely LOVE this
series and this newest addition is without a doubt a wonderful welcome. They are my most favorite couple in
this series so it was a HUGE treat for me! I loved Brock and Vinny although Vinny was a little harder for me
to get to know in the beginningâ€¦. Brock is a new Carlisle police officer, we first see him doing traffic patrol
when we start his story. Locked her kids in the trunk of her car while she takes a joyride in a fancy convertible
with her friend. Brock is the one who finds them first and they trust him, making it next to impossible for the
softhearted Brock to leave them when they have to call Donald at protective services. I thought that that was a
little far-fetched, who he ended up being to Abey and Penny and who he was to Brockâ€¦. Small world I
guessâ€¦. The kids were much better off without her and Brock and Vinny loved them so much, even from the
very beginning. It was a long, tedious fight but everything worked out in the best way possible in the end and I
loved getting to catch up with the rest of the crew, even seeing Terry and Redâ€¦. I was so happy for Terry!!!
Overall, this story was just another great addition to an already amazing series.
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3: Rebuilding the Deepwater Inn and Free Camping Ground - Free Range Camping
Fire and Hail (Carlisle Cops #5) by Andrew Grey - Free eBooks Download. Description: Brock Ferguson knew he might
run into his ex-boyfriend, Vincent Geraldini, when he took his first job as a police officer in Carlisle.

It was late and we were looking for somewhere to stay. At that stage, we only had the bare information about
the place. A pub that offers Free Camping. At this late stage of the day, that was all we needed. We called in
not really knowing what to expect, but we were pleasantly surprised. Not only was it a great free camp area
out the back, the old Inn was amazing and full of history. To look at it we would not have known that in it was
gutted by fire and has since been rebuilt to its former glory. We got talking to the owners Lynn and Andrew
who told us their amazing story which they have shared with us here, so rather than me tell you, here it is from
Lynn. Apparently on the fateful night, there was an electrical fault and a spark ignited the original timber
shingles that were under the wrought iron roof sheets. They burnt very hot and the only thing remaining were
the badly damaged granite walls. There were no floors, no power, no windows, no doors, no water, no bar, just
the ruins of the historic inn and shattered dreams of the then publican and his wife. They decided to sell the
old inn as the task of rebuilding was enormous. Apparently, no one knew that the granite walls were even
there. They were rendered with sand and lime originally, so their beauty was hidden. Lime is combustible and
when the fire went through the lime was consumed and only the sand remained. The render just fell off in
sheets exposing the hidden gems. They ask why we moved from Sydney to Deepwater klms from home.
During the rebuild, they had approx. We fed them and gave them a room they eat like horses. They built
fences, moved wheelbarrows of rubble, filled skip bins, shoveled rubble, painted and generally worked under
the instructions of the builder. We got them a white card, work boots etc.. All were very passionate about
helping rebuild the pub. During this time they traded from the old stables out the back of the pubâ€¦ it was
really hard as the shed was hot in summer and freezing in winter!!! Primarily their support together with a
small local population has enabled us to rebuild. Did it again and again. We also had some help from friends
and family. Oh how the pub has grown!!!! It now has 11 rooms, 3 with ensuites the free caravan park is still
happening and the grey nomads keep visiting us. There is a great area outside in the beer garden which is
surrounded by a paddock with miniature ponies. Inside has been beautifully restored and they often have live
Music happening. Lynn is also a great artist with many of her works featured on the walls, and they seriously
prepare the best meals we have had in a long time.
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4: Fire and Granite by Andrew Grey - online free at Epub
Fire and Hail was a nice second-chance romance with solid characters and a good story. Though this is the fifth book in
the Carlisle Cops series and there are some appearances of past leading characters, it can easily be a standalone.

Product Description Carlisle Cops: Book Five Brock Ferguson knew he might run into his ex-boyfriend,
Vincent Geraldini, when he took his first job as a police officer in Carlisle. But his immediate concern is the
safety of the two children, Abey and Penny, and he offers to comfort and care for them when their mother is
taken into custody. Vincent is also shocked to learn what his sister has done. For the sake of the kids, he and
Brock bury the hatchetâ€”and soon find they have much more in common than they realized. We are lucky to
see previous characters, plus we meet out new guys. Brock is new to the Police Dept. Vincent is a C. Each
man still suffers from their romance years before, where Vincent called it off with fear of "coming out". They
were younger then, older now. With an APB called on a specific car with kids in a trunk, Brock and his
partner pull her over. Donald, the foster kids advocate comes to help. This tender tale show how much some
workers truly care about the children they help. It shows us a terrible situation these users and abusers put
themselves in, where they have no concept of normal. We also see Brock being stalked by an abusive ex. We
get super sexy times as Brock and Vincent begin to explore their lost relationship, and see if they can start
over. Meanwhile the case against the sister changes and escalates to drug issues. As we move along we see the
people in charge, except one, stepping up and making sure the children are cared for, above all else. We get
deeply thought-filled characters, and emotional, very satisfying sex scenes in this well written story, that is
based on a true story, as Andrew Grey states in the preamble. I highly recommend this! Wonderful As Always
By Bo on Jan 19, Andrew Grey throws us a curve or two by continuing a series that seemed to have come to a
satisfying ending. In this case he may have been prompted, as he notes in the Acknowledgement, by the fact
that he was so upset by the actual incident which took place in his hometown that precipitates the action here
that he had to write about it. Although this is fiction, "Fire and Hail" has so much reality to contemporary life
in Middle America that you believe every single word, and plot twist, that Grey tosses us. You can read the
synopsis to get what the gist is, and look at the cover to see how perfectly Vincent on the left and Brock the
cop are depicted. There is sex in this book, and a ton of love, but the way Grey handles it is perfect, and
perfectly in tune with the characters, the other characters, and the way the tale unfolds. This is a story of how a
family develops, and how much all of us depend on other members of a family, or intended members, to get
through life. There is a wonderful reintroduction of Donald and Carter from the second book in the
series--they are critical to the whole plot complex. There is even a connection to Red and Tommy from the
first book, which is also sweet and totally in sync with what happens. They are the whole reason for this book
to succeed. Which it does, splendidly. Even though there are also some wild coincidences, it is a small town
and eventually everyone gets to know each other in places like this. And in minds like that of Andrew Grey.
Even though the ending is "predictable" the ever happily after type By S. Cheung on Feb 06, Even though the
ending is "predictable" the ever happily after type, you know , the way it came about was still very nice, with
tears along the way. I like the characters -- they cried. It was very human! It was also wonderful to see the
community of police officers helping each other out, not only in their job but in their personal lives as well,
helping the children who have been abused. One complaint, I suppose, would be the sudden death of the
mother due to the criminal. But I can ignore that. Over all, it was such a wonderful story. Wish all neglected
children have uncles like them. It would be a better world. By Shaseli on Feb 09, Andrew Grey has done it
again! He has created a feel good story with well developed characters and a kickin story line. The men of the
Carlisle Cops are always personable and loving. While some start out jaded and need the right person to
complete them, they all end up being fantastic people. Brock and Vincent are no different. They have past
history and have to work through that, but as is normal for this series, all it took were some adorable, needy
children to get them going. Some of the passages were real tearjerker material. Also, it was great the time had
come for Vinny and Brock. The kids were a bonus. Excellent read as usual. Thanks for what you do Andrew.
Heartwarming and filled with suspense and action I look forward to each new story. Thanks also for showing
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gay characters who love kids and are family oriented. The characters and the story is both heart r2nching and
heart warming. Vinny and Brock are a great couple who found each other again right when they were both
ready for love. Andrew does a great job including action and plat while telling a sweet romance between two
regular guys. I love the getting a glimpse of other favorite charcters it really adds to the small hometown vibe
of Carlisle and really brings home what a great group of friends these guys all are. Another great story from
Andrew Grey! Solid, but not great By Jtorleif on Jan 27, Andrew Gray always writes a great set of fun
characters, and I loved that we are now getting to meet more characters in Carlisle. Wedg on Mar 25, Have
read the entire series. Add a Book Review Book Summary: This particular edition is in a Paperback format. It
was published by Dreamspinner Press and has a total of pages in the book. To buy this book at the lowest
price, Click Here.
5: Fire and Hail (Carlisle Cops #5) by Andrew Grey
Fire and Hail Andrew has a great series going with the Carlisle Cops and this is a great addition to it. The characters and
the story is both heart r2nching and heart warming.

6: [PDF] Fire And Hail Carlisle Cops 5 By Andrew Grey - www.enganchecubano.com
Read Fire and Hail by Andrew Grey by Andrew Grey by Andrew Grey for free with a 30 day free trial. Read eBook on
the web, iPad, iPhone and Android Carlisle Cops: Book Five Brock Ferguson knew he might run into his ex-boyfriend,
Vincent Geraldini, when he took his first job as a police officer in Carlisle.

7: Fire and Hail (Carlisle Cops) by Andrew Grey ()
Carlisle Cops: Book Five. Brock Ferguson knew he might run into his ex-boyfriend, Vincent Geraldini, when he took his
first job as a police officer in Carlisle.

8: Fire and Hail - Andrew Grey
Fire and Water (Carlisle Cops, #1), Fire and Ice (Carlisle Cops, #2), Fire and Rain (Carlisle Cops, #3), Fire and Snow
(Carlisle Cops #4), Fire and Hail Home My Books.

9: Fire and Hail By Andrew Grey
Fire and Hail, Andrew Grey, Dreamspinner Press. Des milliers de livres avec la livraison chez vous en 1 jour ou en
magasin avec -5% de rÃ©duction.
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